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	Compressed Sensing &amp; Sparse Filtering (Signals and Communication Technology), 9783642383977 (3642383971), Springer, 2013

	This book is aimed at presenting concepts, methods and algorithms ableto cope with undersampled and limited data. One such trend that recently gained popularity and to some extent revolutionised signal processing is compressed sensing. Compressed sensing builds upon the observation that many signals in nature are nearly sparse (or compressible, as they are normally referred to) in some domain, and consequently they can be reconstructed to within high accuracy from far fewer observations than traditionally held to be necessary.


	 Apart from compressed sensing this book contains other related approaches. Each methodology has its own formalities for dealing with such problems. As an example, in the Bayesian approach, sparseness promoting priors such as Laplace and Cauchy are normally used for penalising improbable model variables, thus promoting low complexity solutions. Compressed sensing techniques and homotopy-type solutions, such as the LASSO, utilise l1-norm penalties for obtaining sparse solutions using fewer observations than conventionally needed. The book emphasizes on the role of sparsity as a machinery for promoting low complexity representations and likewise its connections to variable selection and dimensionality reduction in various engineering problems.


	 This book is intended for researchers, academics and practitioners with interest in various aspects and applications of sparse signal processing.  
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Handbook of Enterprise IntegrationAuerbach Publications, 2009

	Maintaining compatibility among all affected network and application interfaces of modern enterprise systems can quickly become costly and overwhelming. This handbook presents the knowledge and practical experience of a global group of experts from varying disciplines to help you plan and implement enterprise integration projects that respond...


		

Lead with a Story: A Guide to Crafting Business Narratives That Captivate, Convince, and InspireAMACOM, 2012

	Storytelling has come of age in the business world. Today, many of the most successful companies use storytelling as a leadership tool. At Nike, all senior executives are designated "corporate storytellers." 3M banned bullet points years ago and replaced them with a process of writing "strategic narratives." Procter &...


		

Atlas of DiabetesSpringer, 2012

	This handbook is an invaluable resource for improving the management of diabetes. Chapters cover the fundamentals, including epidemiology, history and physical examination, and functional evaluations. Diabetes in children, adolescents, adults, and geriatrics are addressed. Differential diagnosis is emphasized, and evidence-based guidelines...





	

Learn How to Program Using Any Web BrowserApress, 2003
	For complete novices  
	No special equipment or software needed beyond a Web browser  
	Teaches principles of good programming practice  
	Lots of fun! 


Learn How to Program Using Any Web Browser is a book about general  principles of good programming practice for...


		

GameMaker EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn all the essential skills of GameMaker: Studio and start making your own impressive games with ease


	About This Book

	
		Learn the core aspects of GameMaker: Studio to create stunning games and share them with the world
	
		Learn how to create games in GameMaker using the GameMaker Language...



		

R Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2014

	The R Quick Syntax Reference is a handy reference book detailing the intricacies of the R language. Not only is R a free, open-source tool, R is powerful, flexible, and has state of the art statistical techniques available. With the many details which must be correct when using any language, however, the R Quick Syntax Reference...
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